Berquist's Musculoskeletal Imaging Companion

Using a quick-reference, highly illustrated approach, Berquist's Musculoskeletal Imaging Companion, Third Edition, is a practical guide to the radiologic diagnosis of the full range of musculoskeletal disorders. It presents over 1500 large, clear images of common diseases, disorders, and injuries, accompanied by succinct, bulleted "key facts" regarding the clinical and imaging features of each condition. Helpful tables, high-quality line drawings, and suggested readings for further study help you choose the best imaging approach and achieve optimal results for every patient.

It presents over 1500 large, clear images of common diseases, disorders, and injuries, accompanied by succinct, bulleted "key facts" regarding the clinical and imaging features of each condition. Helpful tables, high-quality line drawings, and suggested readings for further study help you choose the best imaging approach and achieve optimal results for every patient.

Features:
- Includes over 600 new images, numerous new disorders, and a user-friendly, full-color design
- Covers all musculoskeletal regions and disease entities, imaging of orthopaedic appliances and prostheses, and detailed protocols for all current imaging modalities
- Demonstrates the utility of multiple modalities in specific situations and recommends the best, most cost-effective approach
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